
Latin Generation Panel (GP) Meeting 
Notes from the meeting on 20 December 2018 

Meeting Attendees (in alphabetical order) 
 GP members: 

1. Bill Jouris 
2. Dennis T. Tanaka 
3. Hazem Hezzah 
4. Mats Dufberg 
5. Meikal Mimun 

 
Staff: 

6. Pitinan Kooarmornpatana 
 
Meeting Notes  
The GP discussed the following items:  

1. Reviewing the status of eight action items from the October face to face meeting.  

(1) Incorporate responses from action items from Brussels document to main 
proposal document: The analysis was completed. Next step is to draft the 
text and incorporate it into the proposal. The action item owner is Dennis.  

(2) Analyse the HTML underlining (e.g. diacritics below): The GP discussed that 
the characters with below modifier should be shortlisted, then the GP will 
run the analysis against various applications of underlining HTML. This 
action item has no owner assigned.  

(3) Analyse the IDNA2003 compatibility issues per MSR-4: The compatibility 
analysis of the ‘German Sharp S’ and the ‘Latin Dotless I’ should be 
included in the proposal. This action item has no owner assigned. 

(4) Finish review of Brussels homework: The first round of review was 
completed. 

(5) Expand “base character” analysis: The list of expanded based characters 
will be provided by Meikal.  

(6) Compile the list of “circle” glyphs within MSR-4, and  

(7) Compile the list of “vertical bar” glyphs within MSR-4: Bill had prepared the 
list of glyphs from (6) and (7) for the GP to review in this meeting.  

(8) Produce the test labels for LGR proposal: The action item owner was 
assigned to Mats. 



2. The GP reviewed the list of “circle” and “vertical bar” glyphs and brain-stormed 
the analysing rules. Some of the discussed rules: 

a. The analysis of code points which are not the repertoire of other LGRs is 
out of scope. 

b. The code points which could create variant labels between two scripts are 
in scope of cross-script variant analysis. This means two script pairs must 
have a sufficient number of variant code points to form variant labels.  

c. The analysis of combining marks or modifiers should be in the form of 
sequences code points as the glyph could be changed after combination 
for some scripts  

3. The GP planned to submit the next version of the LGR proposal and the 
responses to IP questions by 18 January 2019 to provide enough time for the IP 
to give feedback before the next face to face meeting.  

4. The next meeting is 10 January 2019, 1600 UTC.  

Action Items  
S. No. Action Items Owner 

1 Incorporate the responses from the previous face to face 
meeting into the proposal as concluded by the GP. 

DT 

2 Prepare the list of expanded base characters for analysis. MM 
3 Prepare the test labels.  MD 
4 Draft the “circle” and “vertical bar” glyphs analysis rules. BJ 

 
 


